After the 90s, with the collapse of the communist dictatorship in Albania, there 
Introduction

1.
1990 is the year of the opening of the borders of Albania, not only physically, but also culturally. Translations of foreign literature conquered the market because of the identity crisis of the Albanian literature in the new circumstances of democracy, the great desire to fill the gaps caused by the dictatorial restrictions, and also due to the establishment of the private publishers (during the dictatorship existed only state publishers) that launched children's books on the market. Over the years, a large number of publishers experimented new formats, forms and various typographic characters, giving importance to the book not only with its content, but with its image as well.
The transition period marked a large number of translators, most of whom did not translate passionately. Their work consisted in meeting the economic profit goals of the publisher, which could employ an interpreter without proper preparation, just because they could be rewarded less. On the other hand, translation, a difficult art and profession, remained underestimated because it was not supported by the state institutions. During the communist era translation was characterized by ideological restrictions, but it was really professional, whereas after 90s due to the discretion and freedom of choice, anyone could translate a book and commercialize it, but there was no professionalism. During these two decades, critical assessments about specific books' translations or about translation in general, in order to emphasize the values and weaknesses, have been sparse. However, it must be mentioned that despite the weaknesses, there have also been serious and talented translators, who in the Albanian context, since the 90s until today have made possible the development and flourishing of artistic literature translation.
Further issues were added to the above problems, which are present even for translations of children's literature: in Albania, in the recent years, publishers and booksellers complain about low income and insufficient books' sales, noting the decline of the number of young readers; librarians state that the attendance at libraries is unsatisfactory; teachers, educators professors note an increase of lack of interest of students, especially teenagers, to reading books in leisure time and an increasing inability of decoding and understanding the texts; Parents, on their side, support the view that children read a little or less in comparison with the past. However, during this period there have also been efforts to sensitize all ages, and particularly, the younger generations. Many publishing houses were aimed at underlining the importance of books and to spreading the culture of passion and pleasure of reading. It is often pointed out by educators, psychologists, sociologists, etc., that the interaction with the book becomes experience, stories that enrich the growing child's psyche, leave in his mind much more vivid and meaningful traces regarding more intensive and emotional events.
In this article we intend: 1. to make a short presentation of the reprinted books, as well as of the new books, from the Italian literature for children translated into Albanian, belonging to the famous Italian classics and to the contemporary authors, 2. to show the contact of the publishers and translators with the updates in the field of children's literature in Italy, which is not recorded in the previous periods, 3. to indicate the problematic issues in the field of translation of Italian literature for children. 
The Contacts of the
The 90s 3.
From 1988 to 1993, there was a decrease in the number of translations for children from Italian, due to historical circumstances, beginning of political changes from one-party to multiparty system, anyhow after this period to the present days, there have been translated into Albanian annually more than one book of Italian children's literature.
"Xhipi në Televizor dhe ndodhi të tjera në orbitë" ("Gip in the TV and other stories in orbit") of Gianni Rodari, published in 1990, opens the series of the books translated from Italian after the '90s, that year after year mark a quantitative increase never distinguished before. During the first half of the 90s were published books of prominent Italian classics, generally reprints, new editions and adaptations. In 1993 is published "Aventurat e Çipolinos" ("The adventures of Cipollino") of Gianni Rodari; in 1994 from the Italian literature for children are translated 3 books: "Pinoku" ("Pinocchio") of Carlo Collodi, translated in dialect from C. Simoni, brought in today's literary language from his son Z. Simoni (1928 Simoni ( -2009 ; an adaptation of "Pinoku", of the publisher Toena, which opens the series of various adoptions done in the following years to this book; "Torta që ra nga qielli" ("A pie in the sky"), a novel of Gianni Rodari, translated by O. K. Grillo.
The second half of the 90s are the years of the great turning referring to the translations for children from Italian literature regarding the editions of the books from Italian contemporary authors. In 1995 is published the novel "Kujtimet e Adalbertos" ("Memories of Adalberto") of Angela Nanetti, translated by E. Ymeri; in 1996 is published for the first time a poetry book from Italian literature for children titled "Kukafshehti" ("Hide-and-seek") , of the authors Zaira Zuffetti and Paola Bona, followed by two other poetry books "Pushimet" ("The holidays") and "Tek mjeku psikanalist" ("At the psychoanalyst"), of the same authors; still during 1996 is also published the fairytales book "Leopardi zemërmirë" ("The kind hearted leopard"), translated and adapted from the Italian by A. Mici; in 1997 are published: "Kalimero në plazh" ("Calimero on the beach") of the authors Nino and Toni Pagot, translated and adapted by A. Mici; in 1999 are published "Pema misterioze" ("The mysterious tree") of Donatella Bindi Mondaini, translated by E. Kristo and "Matia dhe gjyshi" ("Matia and the grandfather") of Roberto Piumini, also translated by E. Kristo. Besides the books of contemporary authors, there have continued the publication or reprint of the books of the prominent Italian classics. In 1996 is published "Pinoku", an adaptation with fairytales; in 1997 is published "Princesha gazmore: si përralla" ("Princess Allegra"), of Gianni Rodari, translated by K. Mahilaj, "Zemra" (The heart") of Edmondo De Amicis, translated by V. Xhixha; in 1998 is published "Treni i vargjeve" ("Train of nonsense rhymes"), poetry of Gianni Rodari, is published K. Mahilaj; "Torta që ra nga qielli" ("A pie in the sky"), novel of Gianni Rodari, translated by O. K. Grillo.
The 2000s 4.
From 2000 
Conclusions
5.
Although the translation of Italian literature for children into Albanian during 1990 -2014 met new dimensions, and the Albanian National Library was enriched with numerous reprinted books, as well as with new books, which belong to the famous Italian classics and to contemporary authors, except the evident and aforementioned problematic of literature in general, we may add that the same weaknesses regarding the data publication not only follow, (we noticed them in the period between the two world wars, and during the dictatorship, too) but they were further extended:
1. in many books is not written the name of the illustrator, either Albanian or foreign, 2. some books miss the name of the translator, and more often the name of the adapter, 3. there are just a few books on which are noted the publication data and the language from which they are translated. 4. many translations after 90s miss even the editorial control of the book. 5. the democratization of our country would set the foundations of a golden season, in terms of number of translations from the Italian, but with some deficiencies in the quality of the books translated.
